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MOUSSE SCULPTURE GEL
VICTORIA VYNN 04 BERRY
BLUSH – 15 ml

Price 39,00 zł

Availability Always on stock

Shipping time 48 hours

Number 331564

Manufacturer Victoria Vynn

Product description
Three-phase thixotropy gel with a mousse consistency

Intended for:

Nail building and extending

“Architecture” of avant-garde shapes and nail art

Rapid fill in of several nails

Strengthening and building up the natural plate

What is Thixotropy?

The thick consistency of MOUSSE SCULPTURE GEL has the unusual properties of changing the viscosity depend of
supplied energy

When applied to the nail, the structure of the product is slightly more flexible, and when you stop working it locks in
place again !

This process is called THIXOTROPY, or "fluid memory".

Thanks to this, the gel is easily and evenly applied, allows to form proper shape.

Despite the change in consistency, it does not run off and does not flood the cuticles. Instead it delicately levels down
to help prevent bumbs

MOUSSE SCULPTURE GEL

Is a product that works perfectly with the brush, you just need to give it a direction while working.

After curing in a UV or LED lamp, it becomes ultra-strong, hard and resistant to damage, but remains easy to file and
correct.

It guarantees durability.

The innovative MOUSSE SCULPTURE GEL formula with "fluid memory" has been developed to speed up nail building
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and filling process

It’s perfect for both beginners and advanced nail stylists.

Important!

It’s recommended to peel off the protective foil off the jar 24h before use in order to obtain the optimal consistency.

Do not mix the mass in the jar.

Removal:

Remove MOUSSE SCULPTURE GEL with a nail drill or file.

Supplement:

We recommend to do a fill in every 3-4 weeks.

80% of the mass should be removed.

Product features:

Gel with thixotropy or "fluid memory"

Thick mousse that changes consistency when working with a brush

Fast and easy application

For curing in a UV and LED lamp

Acid-free

It has a dispersion layer

Benefits:

Easy to learn and work with

For stylists of all skill levels

Recommended for creating any shape and length

Doesn’t flood the cuticles

Perfect gripiness with the nail plate

Benefits:

Time saving, building of several nails at the same time

Fast fill ins

Strong and durable styling

Precise control over the product during building

Convenience and ease of work
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